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The Nintendo Wii shows the following 50299, 51030, 51331, 51332, 52030, 52130 network error codes that Nintendo Wii users see when their game console can't connect to the Internet. These error codes are accompanied by an error message such as: Don't get away with the Error Code: 51330 'Don't
get away with the Internet. Confirm that the Wii Console'Error 51330 Internet settings, for example, is a specific network code for errors on the Nintendo Wii, indicating that the authentication process between the console and the wireless router or the Internet hotspot to which it is connected has not been
possible, so the console cannot connect to the Internet. In most cases, the main cause of this problem is a router or access point that refuses to access the console's Internet because the wrong security key or type of security for the hotspot was configured in the console's Internet settings. In some cases,
this problem can also be caused by some other problem at the end of the access point or wireless interference, of all things. In addition to the error code 51330, however, there are a ton of other network-related bugs on the Nintendo Wii that have almost the same reasons as the error code 51330 and the
following solutions can be used to fix these error codes: Error Code 50299 - Back of its ugly head when your console is unable to connect to an online service or feature because the settings for the access console were not configured to use. Error Code 51030 - You can see when there is no wireless
network that is within reach of the console configured into it or compatible with it, and the console tries to do whatever it takes to connect to the Internet. Error codes 51331 and 51332 - Have basically the same triggers as the error code 51330.Error code 52030 - indicates that the password for the wireless
network to which the console is currently connected is incorrect. This means that the password can be changed or incorrectly configured on the console. Error code 52130 - this is seen when the Wii console fails to test for an Internet connection. Fortunately for those affected by the 51330 error code, an
approximate idea of the cause of the problem exists and how to make possible solutions to this problem. In addition, because other Wii network errors, such as those listed and described above, have many of the same possible causes as the error code 51330, they also have common solutions. Any
solution that you can use to try to get rid of the error code 51330 can, thus, also be used to try to get rid of any of the hosts' other network-related error codes on the Nintendo Wii. Below are absolutely the most effective solutions that anyone who has suffered from code errors can use to try to get rid of
this problem (as well as many other network issues on the Wii) and and Internet access on the Wii console: Solution 1: The power cycle of your routerOne is one of the most common causes of Internet connectivity problems when trying to access the Internet through a wireless hotspot is a kind of problem
with a wireless router. In such cases, the router can be reset with power, and anything that causes a problem is usually solved on its own. Here's how you can cycle the power of a wireless router: Turn off the router. Turn off the router from the socket. Wait 90-120 seconds for the router to be successfully
cycle power. Plug the router back into the socket. Turn on the router. Connect to the Wii hotspot and check to see if the problem has been resolved. Solution 2: Changing the type of connection security on your consoleIf your Wii console has the wrong type of Internet connection security configured into it,
you can see the error code 51330 every time you try to connect to the Internet through the console. If this is the case, simply changing the type of connection security back to WPA2-PSK (AES) should solve the problem. To do this, you need: while you're in the Wii menu, click the Wii button on the console.
Choose the Wii Settings.In Wii System Settings menu, use a small arrow on the right side of the screen to go to the second page, and select the Internet as soon as you're there. Select Connection Settings.Choose the connection profile you are currently using, and then select Change Settings.Use a
small arrow on the right side of the screen to go to the second page, and select the security type as soon as there. Choose WPA2-PSK (AES). Note: If the access point you're trying to connect to the Internet has a different security configuration, choose it instead of WPA2-PSK (AES), which is the most



common security configuration. Enter the access point password in the box that appears and select OK. Choose Save and then select OK. The console will begin testing the connection using newly configured security settings. Solution 3: Make sure you use the correct password for the wireless network
One of the most common causes of code 51330 error is the wrong password for the wireless network you are trying to access the Internet through customization on the Wii console. If so, just making sure the console uses the correct password to connect to the hotspot should get rid of the problem. To
apply this solution, you'll have to access the Wii console's wireless network settings, select an access point, and when you're asked to enter a password for the network, make sure you enter the correct password for the network into the field provided. Be sure to check the connection to see if you now
have internet access as soon as you're done correct password for your your Wii console. Solution 4: Make sure your wireless router uses wireless mode compatible with the WiiNintendo Wii console console only supports 802.11g and 802.11b wireless formats, so if your wireless router uses another
wireless mode (802.11n only, for example), you can run in code bugs 51330 when trying to access the Internet via point access. If it turns out that the culprit of the code 51330 error in your case is really incompatible with wireless mode, you will have to go to the settings of the wireless router (exact
instructions for which vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, but can be easily found on the Internet or in the user manual that came with the router) and change the wireless mode to one that is compatible with the Wii console. After that, just connect to the access point with the Wii console and check if
now you can successfully connect to the Internet. In this article, you'll learn how to connect the Wii console to the Internet with a wireless connection. Note: The Wii mini does not support online functionality. It cannot be connected to the Internet via a wireless connection. Power on the Wii console and
click on the Wii Remote to reach the Wii main menu. Use the Wii Remote to select the Wii button. Select Wii Settings to access the Wii Settings menu. Using the arrow on the right side of the screen, scroll to page 2 and select the Internet. Select Connection Settings. Select Connection 1: No. If you don't
have an empty connection slot, you'll need to clear the slot. Click on the wireless connection and then click Search For Access Point. Choose OK. The Wii will display all the wireless networks it finds. Choose the wireless network that's yours. (If you're not sure if it's yours, or you don't see any wireless
networks, you can find our information about Can't Find a Wireless Hotspot Useful.) If you are asked to enter a password or key, then the wireless network you are trying to connect to wireless security is enabled. You will need to enter a security key or password and choose OK. If you need to switch
between top and bottom letters, numbers, and symbols, select Shift on the on-screen keyboard. Make sure you browse the type of security in the top left corner as well. If this is not the type of security your router uses, select the security settings change and select the appropriate type of security. Let us
help you find your router's security key. Choose your router's brand below and we'll provide you with the default information for that brand! Linksys Netgear D-Link Belkin Apple 2Wire All other brands Select OK 3 times to save settings and start an Internet connection test. Wii console Work the connection
test with the wireless network. When the test is completed, you should see the following As long as you see that the connection test has been successful, the Wii Support Code is irrelevant and can be ignored. If the connection test is successful, then your Wii is now connected to the Internet. Find out
what happens next! The connection test was not successful, you get the error code. Error code 51330 or 52130: This means that the security code you entered into the Wii is not the one your router is configured for. Look in the router settings and try again. Please refer to Step 8 (8) above for more
information. All other error codes, search our information base for more information. (You can ignore any Wii support code you get on the connection test.) If the problem persists, please contact us for more support. The information in this article can help you when: You can't connect the Wii console online
and receive and code bugs 51030 to 51032. You get an error message: You can't find an access point. The power cycle of your home network. Restarting network devices can solve this problem if it involves the non-notification of devices. Create a new Internet connection. Set up a new Internet
connection to ensure that you're trying to connect to the right network and that you get a strong wireless signal from the network. If the problem persists, please contact us for support. Support.
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